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Report: White House Cocaine Stash Belongs to Biden
Family Member — but Not Hunter
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The White House cocaine scandal, yet
another of the many embarrassments
President Joe Biden has suffered, is worse
than previously thought.

And beyond that, the chronic drug problem
the family faces with Hunter, whose use of
illegal narcotics might still be out of control,
is apparently worse than once thought.

Joe Biden knows who owned the white
powder. And it wasn’t Hunter, the world’s
most famous crack addict.

The report directly contradicts what the
Secret Service said when its probe ended:
The culprit would forever be unknown.

How deeply the Biden Mafia is involved in cocaine is open to question. Not open to question: An old
man who sniffs the hair of any woman with two feet isn’t the only nasal nuisance inside 1600
Pennsylvania Ave.

Joe Knows

Soldier of Fortune editor Susan Katz Keating divulged the latest on the White House toot imbroglio.

“The Secret Service told President Joe Biden the name of the person who brought a packet of cocaine
into the White House last month, according to three security sources with direct knowledge of the
incident,” she wrote:

All three sources independently told Soldier of Fortune the same name, which arose from an
investigation into the incident. The sources currently work for a U.S. government agency,
and are not authorized to speak to the media.

Keating reported that the blow’s owner left fingerprints, and so investigators “know who brought in the
cocaine, security sources said.” But Sleepy Joe knows too, if he hasn’t forgotten because of his
dementia.

“If you want the name, ask Joe Biden,” one source told Keating. “He knows who it is.” 

But at least Biden can be relieved. The drug didn’t belong to Hunter, Keating reported:

But security sources told Soldier of Fortune that the First Son was not involved.

“It was someone within the Biden family orbit, and it wasn’t Hunter,” another source said.

Keating directly contacted Biden and asked for comment:

https://thenewamerican.com/biden-didn-t-know-he-was-creepy-until-latina-wrote-about-it/?utm_source=_pdf
https://sofmag.com/secret-service-told-biden-who-brought-cocaine/
https://thenewamerican.com/us/bidens-nibbling-in-finland-another-sign-of-dementia/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/us/bidens-nibbling-in-finland-another-sign-of-dementia/?utm_source=_pdf
https://sofmag.com/secret-service-told-biden-who-brought-cocaine/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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Hello Mr. President, Susan Katz Keating here, the publisher of Soldier of Fortune magazine.
I have been trying to contact you and your office about the packet of cocaine that was found
at the White House on July 2. Three trusted sources tell me the Secret Service gave you the
name of the person who brought the cocaine into the Executive Mansion. Is this true; and if
so, can you please confirm the name? If you know the name and are not revealing it, please
explain why. Many thanks, ~Susan

The message returned as “undelivered.”

But if the culprit isn’t Hunter, then the obvious question is who in the “Biden family orbit” did bring in
cocaine.

Another possible suspect: Hunter’s 42-year-old half-sister, Ashley, who wrote in her diary that she took
“inappropriate” showers with her father. 

In 2009, the New York Post reported that then 27-year-old Ashley was recorded sniffing cocaine.

Secret Service Said Culprit Would Remain a Mystery

Keating’s revelation means the Secret Service might not have told the full truth when it said the
cocaine’s owner couldn’t be found.

A uniformed Secret Service officer found the cocaine in a “cubby” near an entrance not covered by
surveillance cameras. A hazmat team from the city fire department tested the then-unknown substance
and found cocaine hydrochloride.

Amazingly, the same intelligence and law-enforcement apparatus that can track down terrorists in the
remotest corners of the globe couldn’t find out who belonged to the illegal drug.

Politico reported that the Secret Service probably wouldn’t arrest anyone. The agency had no suspects,
and likely wouldn’t find one.

“It’s gonna be very difficult for us to [find the culprit] because of where it was,” an official told Politico:

“Even if there were surveillance cameras, unless you were waving it around, it may not have
been caught” by the cameras, added the official, who spoke on condition of anonymity given
that it’s an ongoing investigation. “It’s a bit of a thoroughfare. People walk by there all the
time.”

And that was that. Someone in the Biden orbit left cocaine in the White House. But the suspect remains
at large.

Cocaine isn’t the only illicit or illegal drug that Biden’s fellow travelers take to the presidential mansion.

After the Secret Service man found the nose candy, the agency confessed to Fox News that it had twice
found marijuana. But, again, nothing was done because “the weight of the marijuana confiscated did not
meet the legal threshold for federal charges or D.C. misdemeanor criminal charges, as the District of
Columbia had decriminalized possession.”

Happily, Americans can be glad about one thing. On November 2, 2020, when then-candidate Biden
said “let’s restore decency and honor to the White House,” he meant it.
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